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INTRODUCTION 
 

Forty-years ago, prenatal genetic diagnosis was still in its beginning stages.
i
  

Since then, the invasive procedures of amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling 

(CVS) have been adopted as the standard methods for testing in utero fetal tissue.
ii
 

Although reaching a standard of 98-99% accuracy,
iii

 the risk of miscarriage associated 

with these procedures has held the science of prenatal genetic diagnosis at a plateau. That 

level of stagnation has recently been overcome.  

Non-invasive prenatal genetic diagnosis, or NIPD, has no associated risk of 

miscarriage.
iv
 Results have been obtained as early as seven weeks of gestation,

 v
 utilizing 

10 milliliters of blood from a pregnant woman. There appears to be no end to the possible 

uses or clinical applications of NIPD. In fact, the only plateau foreseeable for prenatal 

genetic diagnosis, now, will be policy based.  

The ethical implications of NIPD arise from the same aspects of the procedure 

that make it so scientifically groundbreaking. The lack of a risk of miscarriage; the 

turnaround speed of the results; the earlier testing capacity; the minimal stress imposed 

on a pregnant woman; the increasing utility of molecular DNA analysis; as well as the 

potential to test for chromosomal aneuploidy, X-linked and late-onset conditions, single-

gene diseases and disorders, as well as multiple diseases and disorder simultaneously, 

fosters an image of the future in which it becomes ethically imperative to ask about 

purpose and impact. 

In this article, seven major issues regarding NIPD are discussed. First, detailed 

background about the development of NIPD and its contrast to other prenatal genetic 

techniques is provided. The next section considers the accuracy of NIPD as currently 
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promoted, and questions the verification of NIPD results and its predictive value. 

Following, the impact of the two most common clinical uses of NIPD are compared and 

the issues arising from non-medical uses of NIPD in the clinic, as well as the direct-to-

consumer market, are explored. The third issue explored is the impact of NIPD on current 

ethical issues regarding informed consent. This section also questions whether NIPD test 

results are actually useful in making medical decisions. The next two sections consider 

the tension between disability rights and prenatal diagnostics contrasting the impact of 

NIPD on conditions such as Down’s Syndrome or cystic fibrosis, from conditions such as 

hereditary deafness or polydactylism. Finally, it explores the impact of NIPD on 

reproductive freedom and the overlying concern of institutionalized eugenics.  

 

THE SCIENCE BEHIND NIPD 

 

After four years of parenting Peter Jr., who has Down’s syndrome, Peter and 

Susan are ready to have another child. Reasonably, Peter and Susan are 

concerned about having another child with Down’s syndrome. Perhaps Peter 

believes that the family cannot handle two children with this condition, 

financially, or emotionally. Perhaps Susan worries that all her children will be 

born with Down’s syndrome, and she would consider adoption if that were true.  

 

When Susan was pregnant with Peter Jr., she underwent CVS, an invasive and 

risky procedure that allows the testing of fetal cells for genetic diagnosis and 

screening. . The procedure could not be performed until 12 weeks after Susan’s 

last menstrual period, near the beginning of her second trimester. The test was 

painful; and the doctors warned Peter and Susan that going through the 

procedure would increase the risk of miscarriage 

 

Now, Peter and Susan are told that a new test is available. The test is not 

invasive. It requires only 10ml of blood from Susan. It can provide results very 

early in the pregnancy. It will tell Peter and Susan whether the mutation for 

Down’s syndrome is present in the child’s chromosomal profile. But that is not all 

. . .  

 

Non-invasive prenatal genetic diagnosis, or NIPD, is based on the 1997 discovery of cell-free 
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fetal DNA (cffDNA) in the maternal blood stream.
vi

 Accounting for about 5-10% of the total 

free-floating DNA present in maternal blood,
vii

 cffDNA is easier to isolate and can be used for 

the same diagnostic purposes as cellular fetal DNA. Requiring, only 10 milliliters of blood from 

the pregnant mother, reliable diagnosis may be performed as early as seven weeks post-

conception.
viii

 

Once the fetal DNA is isolated it must also be analyzed. The three most common methods of 

analysis for all prenatal genetic diagnostics are (1) karyotyping; (2) florescent in situ 

hybridization, or FISH; and (3) polymerase chain reaction, or PCR, analysis.
ix
 Karyotyping 

generally takes 10-12 days to achieve results, and provides a full map of the fetal genetic 

material. With karyotyping results, a clinician can determine whether the fetal chromosomes 

exist in the correct number, shape, and size. Both FISH and PCR take about 2-3 days to 

complete. FISH analysis may be used to diagnose both chromosomal and single-gene 

abnormalities, while PCR analysis is capable of diagnosing signal-gene abnormalities.
x
  

Before NIPD, prenatal diagnosis was based entirely upon the isolation of cellular fetal DNA 

from either the amniotic sac (amniocentesis) or samples of the placenta (chorionic villus 

sampling, or CVS). Both procedures require invasive surgery. Both procedures increase the risk 

of miscarriage.
xi
 And neither procedure provides means of guaranteeing that isolated fetal cells 

are from the current pregnancy.
xii

 In comparison, NIPD has no associated risk of miscarriage, 

and because cffDNA clears shortly after the end of a pregnancy, direct relevance to the current 

pregnancy is almost certain.
xiii

 Moreover, although current NIPD procedures target specific 

chromosome abnormalities, e.g. trisomy 21, the chromosomal mutation associated with Down’s 

syndrome, developers predict that NIPD will be capable of monogenic disease identification 

(directed at specific disease-causing mutations or linked polymorphisms) and complete fetal 
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genome mapping within the next 10 years.
xiv

   

Not everyone is enthusiastic about the introduction of NIPD in the clinical setting, however. 

Scholars and advocates from various fields argue that NIPD will not only exacerbate current 

ethical issues in prenatal diagnostic and screening, but it will also create entirely new issues. 

NIPD, some contend, will erode informed consent, blur the line between medically necessary 

and non-medical fetal testing, obviate the disability rights movement, undermine disability 

treatment efforts, and reshape consideration of reproductive freedom. Some scholars have gone 

so far as to call NIPD a sham and a cover-up for modern-day eugenics.
xv

  

 

ADVERTISING ACCURACY 

Non-invasive testing has long been a goal in the prenatal diagnostic field.
xvi

  Prenatal genetic 

diagnosis, thus far, has been made more complicated by the risk of miscarriage. While over 95% 

of pregnant women choose some form of prenatal screening,
xvii

 less than 2% undergo CVS or 

amniocentesis.
xviii

 The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists  (ACOG) 

recommends screening prior to all diagnostic testing for all pregnant women, in part because of 

the risk of losing non-affected fetuses in unscreened populations.
xix

 Some studies have shown, 

however, that many women refuse even prenatal screening to avoid the likelihood of subsequent 

prenatal diagnosis.
xx

  

The background rate of miscarriage during the first trimester is about 3%. During the second 

trimester, the background rate of miscarriage is about 1%. Thus, out of every 100 pregnancies, 3 

miscarriages in the first trimester, and 1 miscarriage in the second trimester, are likely to occur 

naturally.
xxi

 CVS, which is generally performed in the late first trimester, increases the rate of 

first trimester miscarriages to about 4-4.5%; amniocentesis, generally performed during the 
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second trimester, increases the rate of miscarriages from about 1% to about 1.5%. NIPD 

completely eliminates the significant procedural risks of spontaneous fetal loss, as well as the 

discomfort and stress related in invasive prenatal diagnosis.
xxii

  

Yet, despite confident promotion by NIPD developers and providers, NIPD may not be as 

ready for clinical implementation as it may seem. First, maternal cell-free DNA outnumbers 

cffDNA at a rate of about 20:1, thus, “[d]istinguishing—or ideally isolating—fetally derived 

cell-free DNA . . . [is] a significant technical challenge.”
xxiii

 Second, NIPD testing methods are 

not fully diagnostic - limited to identifying only paternally derived, or de novo genetic mutations, 

and cannot be used for the diagnosis of single-gene diseases or disorders. 
xxiv

  Neither is NIPD 

associated with a clinically applicable means of verification, since its researchers verify their 

results by the very techniques that NIPD intends to replace.
 xxv

 Verification by invasive 

procedures, however, would directly negate the benefit of using NIPD, and will therein not 

transition with NIPD to a clinical setting. Additionally, the technology has yet to reach the 

diagnostic-level of accuracy set by amniocentesis and CVS, 
xxvi

 and unlike these prenatal 

diagnostic procedures, NIPD, as envisioned, does not involve confirmatory verification later in 

the pregnancy.  

Whether or not the technology reaches diagnostic-level accuracy, many believe that NIPD 

will become the standard of care for prenatal diagnosis.
xxvii

 For one thing, novel diagnostic tests 

can be introduced into the clinical setting without outside regulatory requirements, as long as 

they are developed and validated by the original providers.
xxviii

 Some applications of NIPD may 

bypass clinical validation completely – offered as direct-to-consumer products. It follows that 

much of the concern over NIPD accuracy and verification is based on concerns about its 

developers and providers.  
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Traditionally the transition from research into clinical practice is generally carried out in 

academic settings and involves proof of the underlying scientific concepts, objective clinical 

trials, peer review and publication of the developments  But the participation of the private sector 

works to diminish this process
xxix

 - details of testing may be kept secret as a matter of proprietary 

secrets; companies using testing as the basis of company investments may rush clinical 

application; and clinical trials are conducted  internally by interested companies without 

regulation or outside verification.
xxx

 The development of NIPD in recent years has been 

primarily funded by the private sector,
xxxi

 and the false reporting discovered by the FDA on the 

accuracy of NIPD testing for Down’s syndrome in 2007, is a fitting example of why publications 

of private research in this area should be viewed with skepticism.
xxxii

 

Finally, of particular import is the predictability of NIPD. Like other prenatal diagnostic 

tests, NIPD provides “predictive,” not “certain” tests results. What separates NIPD is its 

projected use for varying types of genetic conditions,
xxxiii

 and its current and projected use in the 

direct-to-consumer (DTC) market. Currently, NIPD is limited to specific paternally-derived 

mutations or polymorphisms, chromosomal aneuploidy, and genotypic deviating from the 

maternal genome. Future developments of NIPD will be adapted to identify markers for complex 

genetic disorders, polygenic inheritance, as well as multiple disorders simultaneously (as 

required for a whole fetal genome).
xxxiv

 If any of these forms of NIPD testing fail to reach 

diagnostic-level accuracy, then such tests are “more akin to current screening tests that require 

additional diagnostic testing before any clinical action is warranted.”
xxxv

 Similarly, the use of 

NIPD for multiple genetic disorders is more akin to current DTC genetic testing. 

Early sex identification through NIPD is already offered as a DTC product, and as many 

note, there is no reason to stop NIPD at sex determinations.
xxxvi

  But the predictive value of 
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current DTC genetic tests is already highly debated, especially when the tests are used for 

multiple diseases simultaneously. The implications of adding NIPD to this market are best 

explained by analogy to current DTC genetic tests. 

Genetic diagnosis is based on preselected genetic variants and uses preselected genetic 

markers, for which no cross-industry standard has been established. Regardless of the variants 

chosen, other variants and environmental factors not tested for or assessed may greatly affect any 

predicted risk.
xxxvii

  Additionally, all genetic testing requires statistical inferences based on such 

factors as race or ethnicity. In 2010, investigations by the United States Government 

Accountability Office (GAO) found that “identical DNA samples yield contradictory results,” 

leading to their conclusion that DTC test results are misleading and of little or no practical 

value.
xxxviii

 Results received from an earlier GAO investigation, predicted that fictitious 

consumers were at risk for “a myriad of medical conditions. These predictions were similar for 

all of our fictitious consumers, no matter which DNA or lifestyle description we used.”
xxxix

 

Additionally, the GAO found that DTC testing companies often failed to provide adequate 

information along with test results. Expert advice promised by companies failed to be provided; 

limitations on testing results for non-Caucasian test-takers were not explicitly disclosed.  

NIPD as a DTC product is likely to encounter similar difficulties, in part because of the lack 

of adequate regulation of genetic testing via DTC mediums. It is also concerning that NIPD is 

likely to enter the DTC market as a “diagnostic test,” whether or not it reaches diagnostic-level 

accuracy. One of the most common critiques of current genetic testing is that the tests are not for 

diagnostic purposes. Many DTC companies provide statements indicating that the information 

provided is not for diagnostic, predisposition, or even screening purposes.
xl
 Nevertheless 

scholars and investigators agree that most consumers will interpret tests results as diagnoses, 
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after all, “[t]he overriding impression from all the results is that  . . . [consumers] are at risk for 

developing a variety of medical conditions . . . “.
xli

 NIPD carries even greater ability to mislead 

DTC consumers, if for no other reason than because of the impression of accuracy that 

submitting blood (as opposed to saliva) carries. Moreover, “[p]rospective parents are vulnerable, 

and many, when made aware of genetic screening's possibilities, will seek a conclusive 

determination as to whether they are going to have a healthy baby.”
xlii

  The prospect of pregnant 

woman making irreversible decisions based on inconclusive information is alarming. In light of 

the issues regarding NIPD verification and accuracy, it is troubling that the public and policy 

makers have until next year to respond  before, some estimate, routine application of NIPD will 

begin. 

  

CURRENT CLINICAL USES OF NIPD 

This new test is able to tell Peter and Susan about many more potential 

complications with the new pregnancy. It can be used to tell the sex of the child; 

or whether the child is likely to manifest sex-linked genetic conditions. Some 

applications of NIPD have been used to predict late-onset genetic conditions. 

Eventually developers envisage that NIPD will be able to provide an entire 

chromosomal profile of the fetus within the first few months of the pregnancy . . .  

 

 If, however, the predicted consequences of NIPD are at all accurate, then the clinical 

implementation of NIPD is riddled with ethical and societal concerns that go far beyond its 

scientific accuracy. Currently, the two most notable clinical applications of NIPD are for fetal 

sex determinations, and fetal Rhesus D (Rh D) status determinations. Unlike fetal Rh D status 

determinations, however, fetal sex determination is generally not used for medical reasons. On 

the contrary, sex determinations are often based on fetal sex preferences. The potential for 

additional applications of NIPD in the clinical setting are growing; as is the concern over certain 

uses of NIPD.  
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First, the routine use of NIPD for fetal Rh D provides a demonstrable advantage 

over current Rh D detection. Briefly, Rh D is a protein on the surface of red blood cells, 

which is present in an overwhelming percentage of the population. For those pregnant 

women who do not have the Rh D protein, or are Rh D negative, the consequences can be 

severe. The pregnant woman’s immune system will produce antibodies against the fetal 

blood, especially during a second or later pregnancy, causing such life-threatening or 

fatal conditions as jaundice, brain damage, or heart damage. NIPD allows for faster 

determinations of the Rh factor status of the mother and fetus.
xliii

 It lessens misdiagnosis 

(where both the mother and fetus are Rh D negative), and the unnecessary exhaustion of 

medical resources. Additionally, because invasive prenatal screening and diagnostic 

techniques may allow fetal blood to enter the maternal blood stream needlessly, NIPD 

decreases the risk of anti-Rh D antibody production.  

The use of NIPD for fetal sex determinations is generally not based on any 

medical grounds.
xliv

 Sex determination was the first application of NIPD. Because the Y 

chromosome is absent in the genome of the pregnant woman, detection and measurement 

of fetal-derived paternally inherited DNA was the first focus of researchers in the 

prenatal screening field. While, detection and identification of fetal sex-linked or sex-

limited conditions is considered a legitimate medical reason for NIPD testing of sex, the 

more common use of pre-conception and prenatal technology for sex-determination is 

based on preference.
 xlv

 

The ethical implications of sex-selection are well documented. Sex selective 

breeding and sex selective abortion are most commonly associated with the nations of 

India and China, whose overpopulations concerns have led to growth control policies, 
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generally targeting girl children.
xlvi

 Most studies on sex preferences in the US concluded 

that the majority of Americans prefer either the same number of either sex, or have no 

preference at all.
 xlvii

 One particular study, while concluding that Americans do not 

display fetal sex preferences, also showed the affect that technology could have on these 

currently held values.  

Confronted by a hypothetical pill that would simplify and ensure fetal sex, 

respondents in this study changed their considerations on using preconception sex-

selection technologies. While a majority of the respondents did not change their 

responses,
 xlviii

 those who did reveal an affect that is very likely to be seen with the 

widespread use of NIPD. Other scholars have also noted the “ . . . fundamental dynamic 

between technology and culture . . .”, and the ability of technology to “coax cultures one 

way or the other by making it easier . . .”.
xlix

 Certainly the cumbersome nature of prenatal 

genetic screening and diagnostics has acted as a “checkpoint” – providing a reason to 

consider whether the sex of the child, or any other trait for that matter, was really worth 

the additional procedures, associated risks, and expense. Current and future envisages of 

NIPD are likely to eliminate that checkpoint, both nationally and internationally.  

NIPD in the DTC market will likely  affect the frequency of prenatal decisions 

based on non-medical rationales. One reason for this is that in the DTC market a starkly 

different ideology is likely to governs prenatal care: “The ideology of medicine requires 

physicians to set professional standards and adhere to them, while the ideology of the 

market says that physicians (providers) are just conduits to provide services to 

consumers, whatever services the consumers want.”
l
 Although misleading consumers is 

not legitimate in either the clinic or the open market, prenatal diagnostics as a DTC 
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product is not governed by the same considerations. In the DTC market, the use of 

genetic testing tends to be swallowed by consumer choice and consumer protection 

concerns.
li
 Whether one agrees or disagrees, the notion that genetic tests are “just like any 

other product,”
lii

 is a valid argument in the market place, and the affects on patient-

consumers are only beginning to be a required consideration for DTC genetic testing 

companies. The ethical implications of DTC genetic products has prompted calls for 

greater regulation, but the FDA has yet to come to a decision regarding how best to 

regulate these medical “products”.
liii

  

Whether or not, genetic testing is a product, the ability of these products to 

“intrinsically mislead customers,”
 liv

 must be addressed. Like many direct-to-consumer 

genetic tests offered today, future applications of NIPD are predicted to cover whole 

genome and multi-disease detection. If regulation of DTC genetic testing remains as it is, 

many expectant parents may find themselves changing their views on what trait 

preferences they have and what technology they are willing to use; without any guidance 

from clinicians. 

 

NIPD AND INFORMED CONSENT/DECISION-MAKING 

 

As Susan listens to her doctor’s account of the plethora of information that will be 

provided with such ease, her face goes from fascination to apprehension. “And 

then what?” she says to her doctor. “Well,” the doctor replies, “because the test 

can be conducted so early in the pregnancy, you’ll have the information to make 

medically relevant decisions about your pregnancy.”  

 

No consensus exists on the definitions of informed consent and informed decision-

making; still both principles are established cornerstones of medical care and medical research.
lv
 

Along with patient self-determination and patient autonomy, the notion of informed consent 
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creates a trilogy
lvi

 that shapes the modern clinician-patient relationship.  Legally, clinicians are 

obligated to provide pregnant women with all sufficient information necessary to make informed 

reproductive decisions. For patients to be sufficiently “informed” prior to consenting to NIPD 

testing, it should be disclosed that NIPD has yet to reach diagnostic-level accuracy. Additionally, 

prior to consenting to NIPD, patients should be aware of the negative implications of having 

NIPD information. Part of being “informed” is being prepared for what you may be told. Before 

NIPD, family history was a major factor in determining eligibility for prenatal genetic testing.
lvii

 

Without such prior knowledge, patients are more susceptible to anxiety post-testing. Whether, 

and how, clinicians will discuss with patients the issue of whether they want to know the 

information revealed by NIPD is not yet established.   

This aspect of informed consent is most difficult to facilitate with multi-disease and 

multi-trait testing. Like direct-to-consumer genetic testing, NIPD is envisaged to cover multiple 

diseases and, eventually, to be capable of whole fetal genetic profiling. But multiple-disease 

testing only “militat[es] against adequate preparation . . . ”
lviii

 In a recent case study conducted by 

Donna  Messner, Gordon Cain Fellow at the Chemical Heritage Foundation, one patient who 

underwent a direct-to-consumer test for diabetes,  also received positive genetic markers for 

Alzheimer’s disease and was led to psychological counseling to “deal with his distress over how 

to cope with this information . . .”.
lix

 Another patient reported “controlling” her fate by taking 50 

supplements daily, exercising, and “if she gets diagnosed in the future [with Alzheimer’s], she 

plans to commit suicide . . .”.
lx
 Many people may face similar difficulties accepting and 

internalizing predictive genetic results; and it is from this difficult position that a patient is 

expected to make medically sound choices.  

Moreover, to enjoy the benefits of NIPD, patients may be expected to make these 
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decisions fairly immediately.  After all, one of the major advantages of NIPD is earlier testing 

and the ability to make earlier decisions therefrom. Although little concrete data exists to support 

the contention that “reflection time” enhances informed consent/decision-making,
lxi

 one small 

sample study did show that patients of prenatal genetic diagnosis “did not reflect the amount of 

information they were given, leading [researchers] to wonder if they were not sometimes 

overwhelmed by the quantity of information they had been presented.”
lxii

 Reflection time may, at 

least, be required for absorption of provided information. It seems quite apparent that NIPD will 

encourage the faster consent and decision-making, however, whether or not, it encourages 

informed consent/decision-making.   

One of the reasons why scholars have argued that “[i]n most cases, the results of genetic 

testing cannot be used for practical decisions about health care”
lxiii

 is because patients, in fact, 

have the same options before, as after, genetic tests are performed. Yes, the medical information 

available has changed; but the medical actions that can be pursued have not. As Erik Parens & 

Adrienne Asch so astutely note, “researchers have enjoyed only minimal success in using gene 

therapy to correct such conditions, and no researcher has yet even attempted to use gene therapy 

to correct genetic impairments in a fetus.”
lxiv

 The current focus in prenatal technological 

development is not to provide patients with additional or alternative medical courses of action. 

So what benefit ensues from providing patients with earlier, inconclusive information? 

To a great extent the benefit of NIPD testing is based on the ability of clinicians to 

facilitate informed consent and informed decision-making. For “informed” decision-making, 

testing results should only be part of the considerations used to make medical decisions. A 

patient should also consider their own values, in order to make value-consistent decision, and 

should feel, as though more than one option is available to them.
lxv
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Because NIPD is new, especially in the clinical context, few studies on the impact of 

NIPD on informed consent and informed decision-making have been conducted. One such study, 

performed in the UK, showed that health professionals  are more likely to follow the informed 

consent practice associated with prenatal screening as opposed to invasive prenatal diagnosis, 

when using NIPD.
lxvi

 So, how well are we doing with regards to facilitating informed 

consent/decision-making for prenatal screening?  

Numerous studies have shown poor or unsatisfactory levels of knowledge about tests 

received in prenatal care.
lxvii

 From her overview of information presented about prenatal 

disabling traits, Adrienne Asch concluded that the information provided about targeted prenatal 

conditions were generally too negative, tending not to recognize that disabling conditions do not 

lead to lower quality of life.
lxviii

  Other researchers have shown that information provided to 

parents at the prenatal testing stage is more negative than information provided at other times, 

and more negative than information provided to parents who already have an affected child.
lxix

   

Service delivery, or the way in which test taking is presented and/or offered, also affects 

choice. Researchers have found that patients are more willing to undergo tests when part of a 

routine visit, rather than separate visit.
lxx

 But the “routinization” of prenatal testing is associated 

with lower rates of informed choice, as compared to when the test is presented as “optional.”
lxxi

 

In some cases, informed consent is completely absent; as patients receive results of blood 

screening tests without even knowing they consented to such testing.
lxxii

 Few methods for 

facilitating informed consent have been proven to ensure that the decisions made by patients are 

“informed”, and the current difficulties with providing information and counseling to prenatal 

patients will carry over to the clinical use of NIPD.   

 It has also been suggested that NIPD may improve informed consent by reducing the risk 
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of miscarriage. 
lxxiii

  In this way, NIPD may foster, rather than undermine, value-consistent 

choices, since the risk of miscarriage will no longer be a confounding concern. Still, others 

consider this difference – the lack of associated miscarriage risks – to be the reason why 

informed consent is likely to be eroded by NIPD – “[c]onfronted with a long needle or a trans 

vaginal probe, few, if any, women will undergo either procedure without understanding that 

something serious is happening. But if NIPD requires just one more tube of blood from the 

mother — and just one more signature on one more form — how can we ensure that parents 

understand what they are consenting to?”
lxxiv

 The exact impact of NIPD on current issues 

regarding informed consent can only be postulated, but “[t]hirty years after the routine 

introduction of prenatal diagnostic tests we remain unaware of how women are counseled, the 

information and support they receive, and how this affects the quality and type of the quality and 

type of decisions they make.”
lxxv

 In light of the current difficulties with prenatal screening and 

diagnostics, and the unique issues raised by NIPD, it is more likely that the “information 

explosion from NIPD,”
lxxvi

 will only bombard the public with  early term information that it is 

difficult to interpret, hard to accept, and even harder to use as the basis for medically sound 

decisions.  

 

NIPD AND DISABILITY RIGHTS 

Not only does NIPD provide Peter and Susan with earlier information to prepare 

for a child with Down’s syndrome; it provides them with the choice to avoid 

having another child with a disability completely . . . 

 

The thought of never having a child with a genetic-based condition, such as Down’s 

syndrome, or Tay-Sachs, or sickle-cell anemia, may sound appealing to some at first.  But the 

consequences for those with these conditions; the effect on parents making these decisions; and 
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the impact on clinicians prompting such selection creates a different picture.
lxxvii

 To begin, the 

tensions between prenatal diagnostics and disability existed long before the introduction of 

NIPD. The so-called “disability rights critique of prenatal testing” involves three major 

contentions, including: (1) that prenatal diagnosis to detect disabling traits reinforces the medical 

model that disability is a problem to be solved, and in so doing, overshadows the more important 

issue of societal discrimination against people with disabilities; (2) supports parental 

expectations of “perfect” children
lxxviii

; and (3) selective abortions based on predicted disability 

is too often associated with misinformation about living with and raising a child with a 

disability.
lxxix

 As discussed above, NIPD effectively works to eliminate the “checkpoints” that 

currently exist with regards to the use of prenatal genetic diagnosis (i.e. cost, associated risks, 

additional strain and frustration for surgical procedures); and as such, NIPD threatens to 

exacerbate and make “routine” the issues that disability advocates are most concerned about.  

The history of discrimination against people with disabilities instructs many arguments 

made by advocates with regards to prenatal diagnostics.
lxxx

  In the nineteenth century, social 

policy for persons with disabilities, whether mental, mobile, vision, or any other impairment, 

involved labeling them all “feebleminded” and separating them for the rest of societal 

activities.
lxxxi

 In 1846, the first efforts to aid persons with disabilities was carried out by Dr. 

Samuel Gridley Howe, employed by the Massachusetts legislature “to study the problem of the 

feebleminded and recommend policies for their relief.”
lxxxii

 Through Howe’s work, the first 

school for disabled children – the Massachusetts School for Idiotic Children and Youth - was 

established. Yet as the  twentieth century neared, Howe’s model of education and reintegration 

of persons with disabilities into the rest of society, gave way to institutionalized custodial 

care.
lxxxiii

 By the 1920s,
lxxxiv

 scholarly calls for involuntary sterilization and institutionalization 
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were commonplace, and in 1927 the US Supreme court made these policies into law when it 

upheld a Virginia compulsory sterilization statute on the rationale that “three generations of 

imbeciles is enough.”
lxxxv

 From the 1920’s until the mid-1960s, involuntary sterilizations 

continued. Thousands were subjected to compulsory sterilization for “genetically related 

reasons.”
lxxxvi

  

Since the 1970s society has taken many steps forward with regards to the rights of 

disabled persons, including the passing of the American Disabilities Act. Still a contradiction in 

contemporary goals exists. While discrimination against persons living with disabilities is no 

longer tolerated,  the termination of diseased/disabled pregnancies is not only promoted, it 

threatens to become common practice.
lxxxvii

  While no scholar has argued in the affirmative for 

diminishing the rights of persons of protected classes,  many have argued for sex selection and 

prenatal genetic trait selection. John A. Robertson, for example, has argued that preconception 

gender/sex selection is ethically acceptable in certain situations.
lxxxviii

 For Robertson, “[i]f a 

practice is not motivated by judgments or evaluations that one gender is superior to the other, or 

does not lead to discrimination against one gender, it is not sexist.” In these situations, according 

to Robertson and others, preconceived parental dreams based on the presence of certain traits 

may be based on “legitimate” and studied rationales, such as sexual similarity, sexual 

complementarity, and family balancing.
lxxxix

 Disability advocates, however, argue that prenatal 

detection technology reinforces, rather than causes discriminatory preconceptions; that notions of 

superiority and inferiority are already engrained, not brought out by specific reproductive 

choices. As such, “[t]hat prospective parents do not intend to send a hurtful message does not 

speak to the fact that many people with disabilities receive such a message and are pained by 

it,”
xc

 and the particular motives of expectant patients fail to change the impact on disability 
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rights, and felt by persons with disability. 

Furthermore, disability advocates argue that NIPD developers, providers, supporters, and 

the patients who use this technology, are often misinformed about the undesired traits selected 

against. Living with a disabling condition does not eliminate an individual’s quality of life, and 

families including children with disabilities are more similar to families without than society is 

willing to recognize.
xci

  Disability rights advocates often target statements such as: 

 “[p]rebirth selection of offspring characteristics . . . in most instances does not 

harm offspring or other important interests. In most cases, the purpose of the 

selection action is to produce a child that will be healthier and happier than the 

child born without selection . . .”
xcii

 

 

for the unexamined and unjustified  attitude that it reflects about children with disabilities.
xciii

  

The personal views of clinicians, and the manner in which clinicians provide genetic 

information, may also contribute to misinformation on the impact of disabling traits. To this 

affect, Clarke argues that “acceptance of responsibility for the consequences,” including the 

potential discriminatory implications for persons affected with genetic conditions, is part of the  

“full price” of intervening in prenatal care/decisions
xciv

. Despite the concepts of patient 

autonomy and nondirectiveness (a principle of genetic counseling), in practice the personal 

views of clinicians often work to “steer women” towards (or away from) prenatal screening and 

diagnostics.
xcv

 Informed consent and informed decision-making cannot occur if “information 

about what disability is really like for children with disabilities and for their families” is not provided 

– information based on experience, from families that have children with disabilities.xcvi
 

Many, if not most, of us would have trouble with the notion that “someone like you will 

never be born again,” whatever our genetic condition may be. But whether Down’s syndrome 

and other disabling conditions are traits which the public is ready to be “rid” of must be 

addressed. Furthermore, to what extent the difficulties faced by persons with disabilities are 
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societal – and therein not a “problem” that should or can be addressed through NIPD – must be 

considered.
xcvii

 Is “the last child with Down syndrome” more like “the last child with glasses”, 

“the last child with polio”, or “the last child with black skin?” For persons with disabilities and 

disability advocates, it is not mere inconvenience,
xcviii

 or disease that the implementation of 

NIPD threatens. It is their identity. 

 

LESS THAN LIFE-ALTERING GENETIC CONDITIONS & NIPD 

The implications of NIPD for such conditions as Down’s syndrome, Tay-Sachs, 

or cystic fibrosis will continue to be debated. But what about conditions such as 

polydactylism (the addition of digits on the hands and feet), hereditary deafness, cleft lip, 

or any other condition that may be deemed a “minor” disability? Do these conditions 

justify prenatal detection? How will NIPD affect the perspectives of traits that are less-

than life altering?  

In their two-year investigation, Erik Parens and Adrienne Asch took a close look 

at the impact of prenatal diagnosis on “minor” disabling traits.
xcix

 They note, among other 

things, our current lack of consensus with regard to the definition of “serious” medical 

conditions. A study of 1,481 certified genetic professionals
c
 showed substantial overlap 

among what genetic/congenital conditions were considered “lethal”, “serious but not 

lethal”, and “not serious”.
ci
 Sixty-four percent of the conditions listed as lethal by some 

respondents were considered “serious but not lethal” by others. Of the two hundred and 

sixty seven conditions listed as “not serious,” forty-six percent of respondents listed the 

same as “serious.” Fifty-one conditions appeared in all three categories. These conditions 

included Down’s syndrome, cystic fibrosis, and Huntington disease, as well as, 
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ectrodactyly, and hereditary deafness.
cii

 

The last two conditions are distinct from others, at least in their severity. Still, 

future applications of NIPD may be used to detect and select against pregnancies with 

such seemingly minor genetic conditions as a missing finger (ectrodactyly). Recall the 

controversial account of Bree Walker Lampley,
ciii

 whose decision to have children 

carrying her genetic trait for ectrodactyly (a genetic condition causing a deletion in the 

digits of the hands and feet) caused public backlash. Radio talk-show host, Jane Norris 

spent two hours of her show questioning whether it was fair of Lampley to risk having 

more “deformed” children, and taking calls from listeners who suggested it was 

“irresponsible” to bear a child with such traits.
civ

 The impact that NIPD will have on the 

already contentious issues regarding “minor” disabling conditions is difficult to 

determine. What can be said is that NIPD will allow for faster, and perhaps rash, 

decisions about all fetal characteristics that may diverge from the “norm.”  

Often, the argument against the birth of children with “minor” disabilities is the 

difficulty that these children will experience. But living with a disability “need not be 

detrimental either to an individual’s prospects of leading a worthwhile life, or to the 

families in which they grow up, or to society at large.”
cv

 The Smith family, celebrating 

180 years of hereditary deafness, provided stories to this effect; recalling how “the doctor 

broke the news by saying that he was sorry to tell them the children were deaf. For us, 

there is nothing to be sorry about. We're deaf and we don't mind.”
cvi

 Of course hardships 

may be encountered, but for a woman named Deidre, born with bilateral cleft lip and cleft 

palate: “why, you ask, am I glad to have gone through all that torture? I believe that any 

person who has to go through any hardship as a child or adolescent has an advantage over 
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those that don't. We have an ability to sympathize that others don't, we become much 

stronger people and develop much more close-knit support systems.”
cvii

 Before the 

controversy over her decision to birth children with her same genetic condition, Bree 

Walker Lampley was “mostly” a legendary news anchor and activist, known for “taking 

her less-than-perfect hands out of her lap and placing them on the news anchor's desk 

where they could be seen by millions, in a medium where every blemish is 

magnified.”
cviii

. What legitimate concerns, if any, does NIPD address, especially when 

technological advances in other fields have show such success in increasing access and 

opportunities for persons with “minor” disabilities?
cix

 More importantly, is society ready 

and willing to trade character – the strength and originality in a person’s nature – in order 

to normalize characteristics? 

 

RESHAPING REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM:  

NIPD AND ABORTION 

As Susan listens to the doctor’s information on NIPD, she recalls her pregnancy 

with Peter Jr., and the CVS procedure that she went through before. When the 

results of the CVS procedure revealed that Peter and Susan would have a child 

with Down’s syndrome, they prepared for the disability their child was to have. 

Peter began researching Down’s syndrome, and Susan enrolled  them as 

members of the National Down’s Syndrome Society. Together they looked over 

the information about state and federal benefits for a child with disabilities, and 

so on. NIPD provides Peter and Susan with a new set of considerations. Now 

Peter and Susan can begin preparing much earlier, or not . . .  

 

First, it must be noted that the legally recognized right to abortion is not at issue in this 

article.  As Parens and Asch note, “[p]eople who make policy concerning the dissemination of 

genetic information have reached a consensus that the purpose of prenatal testing is to enhance 

reproductive choice for women and families – not to decrease the number of children with 
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disabilities who are born. Some have acknowledged, however, that there is' a tension between the 

goals of enhancing reproductive choice and preventing the births of children who would have 

disabilities.”
cx

 The tension that these scholars discuss is a very real and practical concern. As 

well, the connection between NIPD and abortion is a matter of fact. As one commentator notes,  

“ . . . from a dollars-and-cents perspective, [prenatal screening] is an unnecessary 

expense. Developers of prenatal testing, however, have justified these unnecessary 

expenses by demonstrating through cost-effectiveness studies that such costs can be 

offset to the private insurer or the public healthcare system, provided that enough 

children prenatally identified with Down syndrome are terminated.”
cxi

 

 

Information for information’s sake cannot be the ultimate goal of NIPD in the clinical setting.  

Developers and supporters of NIPD have acknowledged as much, often describing prenatal 

diagnostic information as a corollary right or obligation flowing from the right to an abortion. 

“[P]rospective parents have the right to obtain preconception or prenatal information about the 

genetic characteristics of offspring, so that they may decide in a particular case whether or not to 

reproduce.”
cxii

 NIPD raises new  and complex issues for both pro-life and pro-choice  supporters.  

Before NIPD becomes standard practice, such issues require public discourse. 

The association between NIPD and abortion has also  informed the insurance standpoint: 

“[e]ach accurate detection presents the possibility of aborting a very sick fetus, which, if born, 

could cost its parents (and its parents' insurer) large amounts of money. Thus, the medical 

necessity standard may be a moot point when it comes to coverage of [NIPD].”
 cxiii

 Under current 

insurance law, “medically necessity” – a concept of contentious definition – guides 

determinations of health care coverage. A procedure, which has been deemed “medically 

necessary,” is distinguished from experimental procedures, which are either not covered, or 

require more financial responsibility on the part of the insured. Although currently NIPD is as 

expensive as other prenatal diagnostic procedures,
cxiv

 further developments with sequencing and 
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DNA analysis techniques will probably allow NIPD to become the least expensive form of 

prenatal diagnosis within the next ten years.
cxv

 As a consequence, the cost of bringing a child to 

term with predicted disabled traits  may very well be disfavored over covering NIPD tests, 

whether medically necessary or not.
cxvi

   

A woman’s right to choose to continue a pregnancy is the cornerstone of the  pro-choice 

movement. More so, “pro-choice” may be defined as the recognition and defense of a woman’s 

right to self-determination regarding sex, sexuality, reproduction, and motherhood; and the 

promotion of equal access to abortive services, reproductive services, and sex education. The 

National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League (NARAL) webpage advertises its 

belief “in reducing the need for abortion” by way of “improving access to birth control and 

teaching young people comprehensive sex education.” The incorporation of NIPD is likely to 

have an effect on many of the tenants of the pro-choice movement .  

For instance, if women will be routinely confronted with decisions based on prenatal 

genetic information, will sex education now include genetic inheritance and disability? Will the 

routine use of NIPD transform the issue of choosing to have this pregnancy, into choosing to 

have this  particular pregnancy
cxvii

? To what extent does trait-selection abortion coincide with  

being pro-choice ? Is a “healthy pregnancy” destined to become a list of wanted versus unwanted 

traits? Will NIPD results provide a woman with information that she can use to make her 

decisions, or information that makes the decision for her?  

The last questions is of great import to both the pro-life and pro-choice communities, 

because it considers the affect that health care professionals and other third-party persons will 

have on a woman’s choice when NIPD information is available. As George Annas notes, 

“[w]hen non-invasive prenatal genetic testing is available and reasonably priced, there will be 
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tremendous pressure from many sources to use them.”
cxviii

  As well, as Erik Parens and Adrienne 

Asch note, “in a health care delivery system ever more intent on keeping down costs, things are 

likely to get worse rather than better when it comes to fostering the dialogue and the counselor-

patient relationship that ideally accompany prenatal testing.”
cxix

 For pregnant women to make 

informed choices, they must be provided with information and alternatives. Health insurers, both 

private and public, will have a great deal of influence on the alternatives that women are given, 

and the information that clinicians feel required to provide. Clinicians, including physicians, 

medical geneticists, genetic counselors, and others will also have a great affect on the 

alternatives that women feel they have. Currently the accounts of women who felt their decision 

was supported by professional third parties
cxx

 are as numerous as the accounts of women who 

felt that their decision was ignored or opposed.
cxxi

 For the right to choice and for the right to life 

to be real options, pregnant women cannot be pressured by third parties towards the choice of 

whether or not to terminate a pregnancy. 

For the pro-life community, NIPD  brings to the forefront the question of whether one 

should bear children with life-altering or life-threatening genetic conditions. It may also shift the 

pro-life focus (i.e. raising awareness and promoting adoption choices for low-income mothers), 

since NIPD will most often be used by expectant mothers of higher income, whose motivation 

for considering abortion will not be “whether she can raise this child,” but rather if this is “the 

child she wants to raise.”  The usual adoption alternative (i.e. bringing the pregnancy to term and 

putting the child up for adoption) will no longer suffice. Additionally, NIPD may “normalize” 

abortions based on prenatal diagnostics. Will such routine decisions trivialize the significance of 

terminating a pregnancy? According to some, the benefits of NIPD do not outweigh the risk that 

“[e]very pregnancy becomes a ‘tentative pregnancy’ pending the results of prenatal 
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screening.”
cxxii

 How the pro-life community will handle the impact of NIPD on the frequency of 

abortion decisions has yet to be discussed. 

Prior to NIPD, prenatal testing was already associated with high termination rates.
cxxiii

 

But unlike these prior tests, NIPD provides more than an estimated likelihood that a fetus will be 

affected by the condition at issue (i.e. the limitation of prenatal screening)
cxxiv

, and can be 

performed as early as the end of the first trimester of the pregnancy (i.e. the limitation of 

invasive prenatal diagnosis). The fact is, “[i]n contrast to the great volume of research on 

women’s decisions about prenatal testing, there is a dearth of research on women’s decision 

following the diagnosis of a fetal abnormality,”
cxxv

 and only a few studies have shown an 

association between prenatal information and subsequent abortions decisions.
cxxvi

  The routine 

implementation of NIPD may impose a trade-off – the increased risk of miscarriage for the 

increased likelihood of choosing to have an abortion. It seems eerily ironic that the means chosen 

to prevent the loss of pregnancies through prenatal genetic diagnosis are the same means likely 

to increase selection against pregnancies. However expansive one believes reproductive rights 

should be, NIPD is an impetus to reconsider and reevaluate these issues in light of a 

technological advance which promises to normalize genetic-based selective abortion. 

 

PRENATAL GENETICS AND EUGENICS: A SLIPPERY SLOP 

NIPD is part of a medical model of prenatal genetic care, which focuses on earlier, and 

more accurate detection of genetic impairments, not correction. In this way, prenatal genetic 

diagnosis is not designed to protect or promote healthy pregnancies, but may lead to 

institutionalized eugenics.
cxxvii

 In essence, there is a crucial difference between “preventing 

children from being born with Down’s Syndrome,” and “preventing children with Down’s 
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Syndrome from being born.” As well, although it may seem puzzling that our treatment of 

pregnancies with potential disabilities could express or threaten persons living with disabilities, 

“[w]hether and to what degree we respect someone depends not only on how we do treat him, 

but also on how we would treat him were circumstances different.”
cxxviii

 Any impact that NIPD 

could have on promoting or institutionalizing eugenic-style elimination  must be addressed.  

The association of eugenics with prenatal care is not new. In the 1920s, sterilization was 

the policy of choice and widely enforced by law.
cxxix

 Based on imprecise and generally incorrect 

concepts of inheritance, “old eugenic” techniques targeted those whom it was presumed would 

transmit undesirable traits to their offspring.
cxxx

 According to many scholars, the “new eugenic” 

movement focuses on the offspring directly. Unlike “old eugenics” techniques, now eugenics is 

based on individual choice instead of governmental policy. Rather than involuntary sterilization, 

new eugenic techniques include screening, diagnosing, and selectively terminating potentially 

affected fetuses. More accurate predictions of inheritance are constantly developed on the bases 

of molecular genetic principles. Finally, the scope of targeted conditions and traits has narrowed 

to pregnancies with predicted disability or disease.
cxxxi

 These differences aside, many recognize 

that prenatal genetic diagnosis is very much part of a modern science aimed at “[t]he perfect 

baby – a wide grin, ten fingers, ten toes, and the potential to become a doctor, Olympic athlete, 

or President of the United States”,
cxxxii

, or at giving “parents power over their children that 

parents cannot exercise once the children are born”,
cxxxiii

 or at providing “discretion to select – or 

not – the characteristics of [one’s] offspring”
cxxxiv

 – all of which are difficult to separate from 

“improving the human population by controlled reproduction and decreasing the occurrence of 

undesirable characteristics and conditions”
cxxxv

 – the very definition of eugenics. 

On the other hand, it has been argued that the use of genetics in reproduction should not 
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be unnecessarily associated with “public forms” of eugenics.
 cxxxvi

  Since procreative liberty 

provides for the right not to use reproductive genetics, as well as the right to use reproductive 

genetics and “prebirth” selection,
cxxxvii

 we are not in a situation of forced genetic selection. 

Additionally, “the harms thought to flow from prebirth selection decisions” do not justify legal 

and policy interference.
cxxxviii

  Finally, in light of the diverse individual attitudes towards 

offspring, reproduction, family and disability, and as long as public support of genetic selection 

does not transform into public coercion, widespread pressure or compelled prebirth selection is 

unlikely.
cxxxix

 A more immediate concern is individual procreative liberty, and “there may be no 

way to avoid recognizing the prebirth liberty of parents to exercise control over offspring 

characteristics,” in a society where reproductive choice is taken seriously.
cxl

  

But the association of eugenics and prenatal genetic diagnosis is not just a matter of 

deciding between governmental interference and individual freedom. Insurers, health 

professionals, advocacy groups, as well as other private individuals all have a stake in these 

decision, and will have a part in determining the extent to which “prebirth selection” remains 

voluntary. As one critic of the clinical implementation of NIPD notes, “[i]f, as seems likely, 

respect for autonomy continues, prospective parents will have to be persuaded that eugenic 

solutions are in their best interest.”
cxli

 Thus, whether continuing developments in the prenatal 

diagnosis field will led to institutionalized eugenics cannot be simplified to a question of “is 

there governmental force or not.” Rather, the public and policy-makers need to address eugenics 

concerns way before we get to the question of governmental force.  

The delicate balance between individual reproductive freedom and social policy will 

continue to be a difficult area to navigate. Nevertheless, the ways in which NIPD and other forms 

of genetic diagnostics threaten our preservation of a non-eugenic society cannot be taken lightly. 
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And each step taken towards more controlled forms of reproduction, especially when premised 

on the detection and selection against assumed “bad” traits, must be implemented with caution, if 

implemented at all.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Stories by expectant and new mothers confronting the decision to test for 

disabling traits, and to make decision based on that information, are filling the Internet 

and other outlets.
cxlii

 Some expectant parents will want to use the NIPD plus abortion 

option, others will use NIPD results to prepare for the child they are going to have, and 

some with refuse the test. These individual choices are not what the public and policy 

makers should focus on. Instead, the issues raised in this article should encourage the 

public and policy makers to put NIPD into context; to consider whether the current 

context with regards to informed consent, direct-to-consumer regulation, the 

disagreement on “serious” medical conditions, sufficiently supports faster, predictive 

results.  

NIPD raises certain issues and makes others more complicated. The introduction 

and continuing development of NIPD puts policy makers and the public to the task. Not 

only is technology developing quickly, but it also allows, for the first time, quick, easy, 

and perhaps rash pre-birth selection decisions. As prenatal genetic technology continues 

to develop and become commercialized, each incremental step will have to be justified in 

light of the risk of institutionalized eugenic practices. The development of NIPD requires 

us to question: at what point is 
 
“controlled breeding to increase the occurrence of 

desirable heritable characteristics” no longer just a matter of individual reproductive 
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choice.  

Regardless of where one stands on abortion, or how one perceives “medical 

necessity”, we must question what standards should be adopted for prenatal care. We 

must recognize that all the issues raised in this article require us to answer “the question 

of what objectives the medical profession or society is pursuing through prenatal 

diagnosis.”
cxliii

 The concerns raised by NIPD are difficult; on the one hand, disease-free is 

the epitome of medical success. On the other hand, what we mean by “disease” and what 

efforts we take to become “free” of such conditions demands a great deal of discussion 

among the public and policymakers alike. 
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